The BeiDou system (BDS) plays a significant role in people's lives, but its security is easily affected by spoofing attacks. The radio determination satellite service (RDSS) is a special service of BDS that provides two-way communication, positioning, and timing services independently of the traditional radio navigation satellite service (RNSS). It can additionally be combined with RNSS to provide a comprehensive RDSS (CRDSS) service. In RDSS, after receiving a signal from the master station, the user needs to send a response signal back to the master station through a satellite. Therefore, the RDSS signal is difficult to spoof. In this study, based on the security feature of RDSS signals, an anti-spoofing method based on CRDSS is proposed to detect and mitigate spoofing attacks, verifying the advantages of the BeiDou system over other satellite navigation systems.
Introduction
With the development of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS), satellite navigation security issues have become increasingly significant. Spoofing attacks are key issue in navigation security. Because the structure of civilian navigation signal is open to the public, a spoofing device can easily generate signals that can suppress authentic signals, thus, misleading a victim receiver to track spoofing signals. On the other hand, although military signals are encrypted, a spoofing device can still spoof a military user by replaying the authentic signals and adding delays. Spoofing signals usually lead to erroneous time delay measurements, ultimately misleading the positioning and timing results of the user.
Conventional receivers usually do not consider the impact of spoofing attacks that may result in terrible consequences. Therefore, anti-spoofing is of great significance in modern navigation applications. Anti-spoofing ability can be divided into two categories: spoofing detection and spoofing mitigation. Spoofing detection detects a spoofing attack and determines whether the navigation solution is reliable. Spoofing mitigation ensures that a user can obtain a correct navigation solution under spoofing attacks.
There have been many pieces of research on anti-spoofing. Signal quality monitoring methods detect spoofing signals from correlation peak distortion [1] . They may falsely judge multipath signals as spoofing ones because multipath signals may also distort the correlation peak. Receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) can inspect the measurements consistency, therefore, it can exclude one or two spoofing signals, but a great number of spoofing signals will invalidate the method [2] . Spread spectrum security code (SSSC) and navigation message authentication (NMA) can recognize spoofing signals by encrypting a civil signal. However, these methods are not practical as they require changes to the current system [3] . Techniques with additional sensors, such as multiple antennas, power measuring equipment, and inertial navigation systems (INSs) are usually robust, but the expense increases greatly when precise sensors are added [4] [5] [6] . The methods mentioned above have room for improvement. To achieve better anti-spoofing performance, more features of navigation system should be explored and utilized.
Fortunately, the BeiDou system has such features. Compared with other navigation satellite systems, the Bei-Dou system has the radio determination satellite service (RDSS) capability as well as the radio navigation satellite service (RNSS) capability [7] . A standard RDSS relies on an elevation library. When a reliable elevation library is unavailable, the RDSS positioning accuracy will be very poor because the geostationary (GEO) satellites carrying the RDSS payload are all distributed in the equatorial orbit [8] . To solve this problem, Tan Shusen proposed comprehensive RDSS (CRDSS) that combines RNSS and RDSS, thus implementing RNSS and RDSS observations simultaneously [9] . As the frequency of an RDSS signal is different from that of an RNSS signal and the RDSS service requires two-way communication between the master station and user, it is difficult for a spoofing device to falsify RDSS signals. It can be inferred that the CRDSS method is potentially effective for anti-spoofing.
This study proposes an anti-spoofing method based on CRDSS. Under the conventional receiver architecture, this method can detect spoofing attacks and verify the correctness of the positioning results. Under a multipeak acquisition and tracking architecture, this method can group authentic and spoofing measurements and recover correct results under spoofing attacks.
In an RNSS/RDSS dual-mode receiver, the proposed anti-spoofing method can detect and mitigate spoofing attacks that aim at either civilian or military signals without the use of any additional hardware. The proposed method demonstrates the advantages of the BeiDou system in satellite navigation security and is additionally an important contribution to the application of global navigation satellite systems.
CRDSS spoofing detection in a conventional receiver
After a conventional receiver succeeds in acquiring and tracking a signal with a certain Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN), it will no longer try to acquire a signal with the same PRN. The RNSS pseudorange measurements can be expressed as follows:
here ρ i is the pseudorange measurement after correcting errors such as the satellite clock error, ionospheric delay, tropospheric delay, and relativistic effect. {x u , y u , z u } is (1)
the receiver coordinate. δt u is the receiver clock error and {x i , y i , z i } is the coordinate of satellite i. K is the number of satellites in use. RDSS service is performed in an active positioning mode. The center station transmits C-band signals to one reference GEO satellite, and then the satellite relays the signals to an RDSS user terminal. After that, the user transmits L-band signals to several GEO satellites and the satellites relays the signals back to the center station. Taking the first GEO satellite as a reference, the RDSS pseudorange measurement after error corrections can be expressed as follows [10, 11] :
The first item in the equation is the ranging measurement from the reference satellite to the user and the second item is the ranging measurement from the user to the other satellite. The distances between the center station and the satellites have been calculated and removed from the equation. L is the number of satellites in use. CRDSS uses the above observation Eqs. 
Then, the residual squared sum error can be obtained as follows:
As all the authentic signals cooperate with each other, all pseudorange observation residuals are small in a spoofing-free situation. Therefore, ε SSE is close to zero. However, when there are falsified measurements, because spoofing signals and at least one authentic RDSS signal are applied in the navigation solution, ε SSE will be very large, indicating that there are problems in the current measurements.
CRDSS spoofing mitigation in a multi-peak acquisition and tracking receiver
In the existing multi-peak acquisition and tracking antispoofing method, the receiver records the largest and second largest acquisition results of the same satellite and allocates channels to track the two results. To avoid an abnormal carrier-to-noise ratio and power observations in the receiver, the power of the spoofing signal is usually not significantly higher than that of the authentic signal. Thus, when the code phases of the spoofing and authentic signals are separate, or the Doppler shift of a spoofing signal differs greatly from that of an authentic signal, the receiver can simultaneously acquire and track spoofing and authentic signals, and then extract corresponding pseudorange measurements [12] .
To obtain the correct positioning results, it is necessary to group the measurements. This section discusses the measurements grouping problem under the multipeak acquisition and tracking architecture, presents a measurements grouping algorithm based on CRDSS, and introduces a CRDSS spoofing mitigation method.
Measurements grouping problem
Current measurements grouping methods mainly use multi-antenna or mobile antenna techniques to distinguish spoofing and authentic signals under the assumption that spoofing signals come from the same emitter [13] . The methods require additional hardware or have stringent requirements for the antenna's motion state. In addition, these methods will fail when spoofing signals come from multiple sources. Therefore, it is necessary to study new measurements grouping methods.
When a spoofing attack significantly changes the receiver clock result, all pseudorange measurements of spoofing signals will be larger or smaller than those of the authentic ones. For example, a spoofing attack that affects the time of the power management unit (PMU) in a smart grid will affect the receiver clock result but not the positioning result [14] . In this case, we can group the measurements directly according to the numerical value of the pseudorange. Larger pseudorange measurements are categorized into one group and smaller pseudorange measurements are categorized into another group. However, the above methods will fail when the spoofing signals do not significantly change the receiver clock result. Figure 1 demonstrates such a situation. It is assumed that the spoofing signals do not change the receiver clock error. The distances from satellite i to the receiver and the spoofed position are r Ai and r Si , respectively. It can be seen that r A1 > r S1 and r A2 < r S2 . In this case, we cannot correctly group the measurements simply based on the values of the pseudorange measurements.
Measurements grouping based on CRDSS
This study proposes a grouping algorithm based on CRDSS. The first step is to correct the clock error of the 1) and (2), the user clock error estimate can be calculated as follows:
There is a certain synergistic relationship between the pseudoranges of different authentic signals. When the receiver clock is correctly estimated, the possible user location is on a sphere whose center is the satellite position (O 1 ) as shown in Fig. 2 . When all possible positions are identified in the search range (i.e., rectangular ABCD), an arc (green line) can be obtained. As the rectangle ABCD is much smaller than the circle O 2 , the arc can be approximated as a straight line. The search
range can be chosen as an area centered on a coarse initial location. When there are multiple satellites, multiple lines can be obtained in the rectangle ABCD. Figure 3 shows simulation results using the actual ephemeris of BeiDou on the 100th day of 2018. There are spoofing and authentic signals in the simulation. The biases of the falsified position and clock are 300 m and 10 ns, respectively. The bias in z-axis is set to 0, and a search is performed in the xy plane. The results are shown in Fig. 3a . Blue lines are formed by authentic signals, and the black lines are formed by spoofing ones. It can be seen that all lines corresponding to authentic signals intersect at one point. Figure 3b shows the results when the bias in the z-axis is 100 m. The results in this case are different from that shown in Fig. 3a , and the lines do not intersect at one point. The results show that when the receiver clock is correct, lines formed by different authentic measurements intersect at one point when the z-axis bias is 0. In other words, if we find the point of intersection in the search area, then the authentic position can be determined, and all measurements passing through the point can be categorized as authentic.
In actual situations, there are noises when we acquire measurements. Hence, the authentic signals may not pass perfectly through one point. However, since the ranging error induced by the noise signals is much smaller than that induced by the spoofing signals, the spoofing signals can still be distinguished from the authentic ones. Based on the above phenomenon, we propose the following measurements grouping and spoofing mitigation algorithm. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the algorithm. 
Calculate statistic d min with r (i) k chosen in step 5 according to the following process:
• Select possible z coordinate z u in the preset range, numbered i z . • Select possible x coordinate x u in the preset range, numbered i x . • Calculate y coordinate using the following equation:
• Then 2M points can be obtained:
A,k and d (2) A,k , respectively. Then we can obtain
, which is the cost function corresponding to the RNSS measurement ρ (1) 1 . Judge whether measurements in G2 are authentic or not with step 10 Perform navigation solution with verified measurements in step 9 and 10 where u k is the kth satellite position. If b k is smaller than a preset threshold, then r (i) k and the corresponding RNSS measurement are judged as authentic. 11. Calculate the positioning results by using authentic measurements obtained in step 9 and 10. Spoofed positioning results can also be obtained using the remaining observations.
It should be noted that when measurement noise is considered, the lines of the authentic signals may not intersect exactly at one point, as shown in Fig. 3a . When the bias induced by spoofing signals is small, these signals may be mistakenly categorized as authentic ones. However, such spoofing signals will not significantly change the navigation solution, and spoofing signals which induce large bias can still be recognized and excluded.
Simulation validation
This section provides simulation results using the CRDSS method under the conventional receiver architecture and multi-peak acquisition and tracking architecture.
Conventional receiver architecture
In a conventional receiver architecture, only one channel is assigned to a certain PRN satellite. This section simulates two scenarios. There is no spoofing signal in the first scenario and the receiver is spoofed in the second scenario. The user's coordinate is (40° N, 116° E, 100 m). The deception target position starts from the authentic coordinate, moves along the x-axis of the earth centred earth fixed (ECEF) coordinate at a speed of 1 m/s, and finally deviates 500 m from the authentic position. All range measurements are contaminated by Gaussian noise with zero mean and a standard deviation of 2 m. The results (14) 
of ε SSE obtained with different measurements are shown in Fig. 5 . N in the figure is the number of RDSS measurements used in the CRDSS method. The line whose label is "spoof free" shows ε SSE when there is no spoofing signal. ε SSE is very small, demonstrating that the positioning result is reliable. Lines whose labels are "spoofed" show ε SSE when the receiver is spoofed. When no RDSS measurement is used (N = 0), ε SSE is still very small. This situation corresponds to a traditional receiver that uses only RNSS measurements. When N is not zero, ε SSE increases when the distance between spoofing position and authentic position is larger. ε SSE is slightly larger when more RDSS measurements are applied, however, the increment is very small. This demonstrates that more RDSS measurements can improve the spoofing detection performance, but the improvement is negligible.
Multi-peak acquisition and tracking architecture
When the receiver uses a multi-peak acquisition and tracking architecture, it is possible to extract both authentic and spoofing pseudorange measurements. In this subsection, the CRDSS technique is used to group these measurements. The simulation scenario is as follows. The authentic position of the receiver is (40° N, 116° E, 100 m). The additional receiver clock bias induced by spoofing signals is 50 ns. The spoofing position is a circle centered on the authentic position with a radius of 300 m in the xy plane of the ECEF coordinate system. Figure 6 shows the cost functions. The value of a cost function shows how well the lines in Fig. 3 intersect. The smaller the cost function, the closer the intersections of the lines. Figure 6a shows the cost function calculated with authentic RNSS measurements in the third step of the algorithm. Since the correct user clock can be estimated, the cost function is close to zero at Fig. 3a . Figure 6b shows the cost function calculated with the falsified RNSS measurement in the third step of the algorithm. Since the correct RDSS measurement and the falsified RNSS measurements are not consistent but are used simultaneously, the minimum value of the cost function is very large in the search area. Figure 7a shows the minimum value of the cost functions d (1) min [i x , i z ] and d (2) min [i x , i z ] using the CRDSS method. Figure 7b shows the corresponding positioning error. The blue and red dots indicate the results when using an authentic and falsified pseudorange, respectively in Eq. When a spoofing measurement is used in Eq. (11), the minimum values of the cost functions are large most of the time. However, at time instances of 19 and 122 s, the receiver clocks calculated with the RDSS measurement of the first satellite and the corresponding spoofing RNSS measurement turn out to be correct. Consequently, the minimum values of the cost function are very small as well and correct positioning results can be found at these epochs. Figure 8 shows the positioning results obtained with different grouping methods. The black and blue dots are authentic and spoofing positioning results obtained with the CRDSS-based technique, respectively. It can be seen that the grouping method recovers the authentic positioning result. In other words, successful spoofing mitigation is implemented. The red and green dots are positioning results obtained by grouping larger and smaller pseudoranges measurements into different groups. In the simulation, the clock bias induced by the spoofing signals is only 50 ns, which is very small compared to the falsified pseudorange error. Therefore, whether a spoofing pseudorange is larger than an authentic one cannot be determined and this measurements grouping method fails. Figure 8 verifies the spoofing mitigation capability of the CRDSS-based anti-spoofing method under the multi-peak acquisition and tracking architecture.
Conclusions
This study proposed an anti-spoofing method based on the CRDSS. The method utilizes the security feature of the BeiDou RDSS signals. Under a conventional receiver architecture, the method can detect spoofing attacks even though all RNSS channels are taken up by spoofing signals. Under a multi-peak acquisition and tracking architecture, the method can group authentic and spoofing measurements and recover the correct positioning result. Compared with current spoofing/ authentic measurements grouping techniques, the proposed method does not require additional hardware and can distinguish spoofing and authentic measurements with only a small increase in computational complexity. Thus, a good spoofing detection and a spoofing mitigation ability can be achieved for both civilian and military signals. The results show that the BeiDou system is superior to other navigation satellite systems in the area of navigation security. 
